THE PANAMAN MAN SAYS:

“Elections are like weddings...... the best man never gets the job!”
Beware of "Pink Toothbrush"

It is a warning that your gums are not firm and healthy... that they may be on the way to far more serious disorders.

Follow this simple method to avoid "pink toothbrush"... to keep your teeth always gleaming... your gums strong and firm! Clean your teeth twice a day with Ipana Toothpaste. Then when you have finished cleaning your teeth gently massage your gums with Ipana on the tip of your fingers, or on your brush. This stimulates the gums... tones them up... helps to keep them strong and firm and healthy.

Use Ipana, the toothpaste in the red and yellow striped tube for gleaming-white, attractive teeth... and firm, healthy gums. Get a tube today.